GRANTHAM - A NEW ANGLO-SAXON MINT
IN LINCOLNSHIRE
KENNETH JONSSON
THE Anglo-Saxon penny which is illustrated here (fig.
1) was struck during the reign of /Ethelred II (9781016) and belongs to the First Hand type. The weight
is 1.39 g, die-axis 180°, and the legends, which are
slightly double-struck, read:
Obv.
Rev.

+/EDELREDRE + AG
+MAN(N?)EM-OGRE

Talvio. 2 Although they identified ten different styles
none of them can be connected with the present
specimen.
It has not been possible to examine the style in First
Hand to the fullest extent because this would involve
a complete survey of the material outside the British
Museum. However, three more coins exhibiting the
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FIG. 1. Aethelred II, First Hand, Grantham Manne.
Photo: The Royal Coin Cabinet, Stockholm

FIG. 2. Aethelred II, First Small Cross, Lincoln,
Grind.
Photo: The British Museum.

There is no official provenance attached to the coin,
but ultimately it probably derives from a hoard found
on Gotland in 19801 which was subsequently dispersed by the finder. The coin was acquired in 1987 by
the Royal Coin Cabinet in Stockholm which also
houses other coins believed to originate from the
same hoard. The terminus post quern of the hoard is
995 judging from the coins which so far have been
associated with the hoard.
The mint-signature cannot be associated with any
of the known mints of the period and the question is
thus whether it represents a new mint or is simply
blundered. Besides the mint-signature itself there are
two important aspects to consider: the style and the
name of the moneyer.

style of the coin now under discussion have been
identified and a few more may exist. The first is struck
at Lincoln by the moneyer Grind. 3 The second is a
very crude example, with mirror drawn drapery and
only the name of the moneyer, Theodgild, 4 who is
prolific at Lincoln during the type but not known at
any other mint during this period. The third is confined to the reverse die of the unique Caistor penny by
the moneyer Le(of)man. 5 Based on this information
the style can be connected with the east midlands and
Lincoln in particular where the style designated as
Midlands B by Dolley and Talvio is dominant in the
British Museum collection. 6
If there is minute evidence of the style during First
Hand, the opposite is true for the preceding Reform
issue. 7 Some elements of the style are recorded from a
(probably late) specimen of Edgar's Reform Small
Cross (c.973-5) at Lincoln. During Edward the Martyr's Normal Small Cross (975-8) the style is fully
developed and is the dominating supplier of dies in
Lincolnshire and dies are also known from
Northampton, Oxford, and Stamford. A total monopoly seems to have existed in Lincolnshire during
iEthelred II's First Small Cross (c.978-9) and dies

The style
The coin is unusually stylized for the late AngloSaxon period, and the drapery has no indicated front.
The letters are carelessly executed with X rendered as
+ , and no distinction is made between M and N.
A provisional analysis of the styles of the First
Hand coins based on the coins in the collection of the
British Museum has been presented by Dolley and
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SHORT ARTICLES AND NOTES
were then also supplied to other mints to the west and
north: Derby, Northampton, Stamford, and York.
Fig. 2 provides a good example of the style during the
Reform issue, and there is no doubt that the dies were
cut at Lincoln.
Of all the mints during this period which received
dies of the style, Oxford is thus the exception in being
located in the south. It is also evident that the style
played a minute role in First Hand, when it must have
been confined to the very beginning of the type. The
distribution of the style was probably also very
limited, and it is unlikely that the style would have
been used at a mint distant from Lincoln during the
First Hand type.
The moneyer
The third letter of the moneyer's name is uncertain
but can hardly be anything else than N, producing the
less common spelling of MANNE for the Old English
name which can be normalized as Manna. 8 The name
is otherwise recorded as a moneyer in the Reform
issue (c.973-9) at Leicester (Edgar), Stamford (Edgar
and Edward), Tamworth (Edward and /Ethelred II),
and York (Edgar and yEthelred II) as well as at
Nottingham during First Hand. 9 It is striking that all
mints are confined to the midlands and the north and
it is reasonable to assume that there were two active
moneyers with the name Manna, although there
remains a possibility that only one moneyer is
involved. In any event, it is clear that if the moneyer
responsible for the coin published here was also active
at other mints, the new mint was no doubt located in
the eastern midlands, or further north. The evidence
of the name of the moneyer and of the style are thus
fully compatible.
The mint
As pointed out above, the dies for the new coin have
carelessly executed letters. Mis-spellings are also
found during the Reform issue. However, the legends
on the present coin are altogether legible (with the
single exception of the ethnic AG in place of the
correct ANG). There is thus no reason to suspect that
the mint-signature, rendered GRE, is blundered.
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The possibility of the mint-signature being a variant
spelling for an already known mint would seem to be
limited to Cambridge (GRANT-), but that is ruled out
for geographical reasons, and furthermore there is no
moneyer Manna recorded at Cambridge in this
period.
From the above it is clear that the mint GRE- cannot
have been located far from Lincoln, but there is no
immediate candidate based on the spelling on the
coin. Grantham in Lincolnshire (halfway between
Lincoln and Stamford) is attractive, but it was
rendered 'Grantham', 'Granham', and 'Grandham' in
Domesday Book. However, Little Gransden (where a
common origin for the first element is plausible) was
rendered as 'Grantadene' in 973 and 'Grentedene'
c.1050. 10 The latter spelling is thus evidence of the use
of GRE-. It should also be noted that there is no
recorded spelling for Grantham before Domesday
Book. 1 1 Grantham was a borough, and Loyn has
pointed out that Grantham is a conspicuous absentee
among boroughs which are recorded from AngloSaxon and Anglo-Norman coins. 1 2 The suggestion
made here is that the new coin should be attributed to
Grantham, which would thus be added to the list of
Anglo-Saxon mints. The objection that it would
represent a previously unrecorded spelling for the
borough must be of less importance since the
attribution finds firm support in the style and the
name of the moneyer.
The monetary and regional context
There is a remarkable expansion of activities in
Lincolnshire during the Reform issue and the First
Hand type when new mints were set up at Caistor,
Horncastle, Torksey and most probably at Louth. 1 3
Horncastle and Louth were only active for a very
short period, and only Caistor and Torksey are found
striking coins beyond this period and then on a very
modest scale. The reasons for this expansion of
monetary activities is unknown, but if Grantham had
a mint in the Anglo-Saxon period the decade following the reform is by far the most likely period for its
operation. 1 4
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